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QUESTION 1

During a security-related discussion, an administrator determines that guest users not be able to access 

any resources on the corporate network. 

Which VMware SD-WAN feature can achieve this goal in the most scalable and manageable way? 

A. Segments 

B. Business Policy 

C. VLANs 

D. Firewall 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A service provider needs to upgrade a gateway to a new software version. Which step in needed to complete the
upgrade process? 

A. Re-assign the Gateway to a new gateway Pool with the appropriate software version, and then run `sudo apt-get
update\\'\\' from the Gateway console. 

B. Create a new disk partition to save the new software image to, modify the boot order via the Gateway BIOS to boot to
the new partition, and then reboot the gateway. 

C. From the Orchestrator, select the check-box next to the appropriate gateway, choose `\\'Assign Software image", and
then select the version for the upgrade. 

D. Copy the new image to/var/lib/velocloud/software_update.tar, and then run the upgrade the script from the console. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

What Is a typical use case for the deployment of a VMware SU-WAN Partner Gateway? 

A. Provide connectivity between multiple enterprise customers over private circuits 

B. Get improved flow analytics for all traffic in the SD-WAN network 

C. Interconnect branches/remote sites of a single enterprise customer to the internet 

D. Provide mite transport m a service provider backbone tor interconnecting a global customer SD- WAN branches. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

Which port is used for communication between VMware SD-WAN Edge and Orchestrator if there are no tunnels
established to the Gateways? 

A. UDF 2426 

B. TCP 80 

C. TCP 443 

D. UDP 500 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A network administrator is concerned about an Edge that may be approaching its documented limit for the 

number of simultaneous tunnels. The historical data showing the number of simultaneous tunnels over the 

time needs to be checked. 

Where can this historical data be found? 

A. Connect to the Edge CLI via SSH, and /opt/vc/bin/debug-py- tunnel_count 

B. In the Monitoring section for the Edge in question, navigate to the \\'\\'System\\'\\' tab. 

C. In the Remote Diagnostics section of the UI, run the \\'\\'Total Counts dump\\'\\' test. 

D. Use the SNMP manage poll the vcelHealthObject tree in the VELOCLOUD-EDGE-MIB 

Correct Answer: D 
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